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Students thankful for friends's support and help
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·HONORS I Students have mixed feelings about proposed changes
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FUNDING I Many want
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April 10, 2007
A maJe individual was arrested al 12:07 a.m.

for driving under the Influence on US 60.

April 11, 2007
A male individual was arrested at 12:34 am.

!or driving under the innuence on KY 32.
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Are you a big tipper? Call us wth a news tip at
783-2697
or e-mail editor@trailblazeronline.net
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EDITORIAL

A do-nothing
General Assembly
impeding higher
education progress
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Commentary------------
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Letters to the Editor

Actual housing worries not addressed �;:::::.'..�

1\vo men charged after
meth lab busts
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"We allow oor ignorance to prevail upon us
and make us think we can survive alone. alOne
in patches. alone in groups. aklne in races.
even alone in gender s."

·Yoo must no1 lose la11h in humanily. Humanily
is an ocean; ,I a few drops of the ocean are
dirty.1he ocean does not become dirty.."
- Mah1tm1 Gandhi
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my sleep.•
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·1 go to t�e
every morning.

